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Abstract

rently being incorporated
into HARRY [Flowers,
19821, a prc+
gram that models how people reason about historic events.

This paper discusses recognizing
and producing
contradicAfter illustrating
the phenomena
of contradiction,
the
tions.
paper presents
conceptual
classes of contradiction
and gives an
overview of the how they can be recognized.
The next part discusses the construction
of contradictions,
in particular
with respect to contradicting
historic events.
The object of this paper
is to examine
the computational
logic of contradictions,
using
contradictions
as an example
of how reasoning
processes
can
and must exploit
semantic
knowledge
and episodic
memory,
and to illustrate
the kind of metaknowledge
needed to use certain reasoning
devices correctly
and effectively.

The
approach
taken
here
is that
two concepts
are
contradictory
when people perceive
that only one of them
can be possible or true at the same time.
Thus, this analysis is
not concerned
with logical contradictions,
but rather contradictions as people recognize
them and use them.
An important
aspect of the contradiction
relation
is that
it is dynamic
and context-dependent.
The background
knowledge that people bring to the process of conceptual
analysis
affects whether
two concepts
are interpreted
as being contradictory or not.
This is responsible
for the fact that, among other
things, additional
information
can cause seeming contradictions
to be reanalyzed
so that they are no longer contradictory.
Consider:

1. Introduction
How do we know
and when they do not?
The Arabs

when statements
Consider:

started

The Israelis

agree

with

one another

the 67 war.

started

the 67 war.

la1

John

PI

That can’t be true,
fine.

Most people would say that these two statements
contradict
one another,
and the analysis they might provide is that [a] and
[b] are similar statements
which differ only by the actors.
According to this analysis,
then, [c] and [d] below should also contradict
one another:
imported

The Israelis

imported

arms.

Oh, that

The process
than simple

of

contradictions

above,

but with

morning.
is no longer

so.

cess of conceptual
analysis,
and just as importantly
the process
conceptual
generation,
to account for the phenomena
of contraThus, two major topics of this paper are concerned
diction.
with contradiction
recognition
and contradiction
generation.

How can the differences
between
[a]/[b] and [c]/[d] be explained?
It is clear that any technique
of determining
what is a
contradiction
and what
is not must
hinge
on conceptual
meaning.
Any technique
based on structural
form alone would
fail, as illustrated
above.
The question to be explored
here can
then be rephrased
as:

analysis

one another,

they made up this

to be contradictory

and ahe was

Contradiction
is only one of many possible relationships
that can exist between
two concepts.
Thus, the detection
of
contradiction
is really only a part of a more geneml
analysis
The reason for addressing
contradiction
here explicitly
process.
is to identify
and enumerate
what must be included in the pr+

PI

Obviously
something
is wrong with this analysis.
of recognizing
contradictions
involves
much more
structural
matching.

This

saw her today

seem to contradict

is because

had seemed

I just

yesterday.

/c/

arms.

What
conceptual
features
or agreement
relationships

out on Mary

So far these sentences
the added information:

what
The Arabs

walked

determine
between
began

2. The Logic of Contradictions

contradiction
concepts?
in

the

context

Often in explanations
and arguments,
for example,
tradictory
concepts
are juxtaposed.
For example,
consider
fragment
from ABDUL/ILANA:

of

ABDUL/ILANA,
which models the participant
in an argument
the
about
Mid-East
[Flowers,
McGuire
&
Birnbaum,
1982, McGuire,
Birnbaum
& Flowers,
1981, Birnbaum,
Flowers
& Mcguire,
19801, and the techniques
described
here are cur-

Israeli:
ade.
Arab:

The Arabs

But Israel

(started

fired

first.

conthis

the 67 war], by the block-

(e/
If1

Here, the Arab contradicts
the assertion
that the Arabs started
the 1967 war by introducing
the fact that Israel attacked
first.
So recognizing
that there is a contradiction
and what is being
contradicted
is a necessary
part of the understanding
process.
How are any two concepts
analyzed
to determine
this relationship?
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(M-LEAD-TO

In this paper
I present
three classes
of contradictions
which can be identified
according
to how the concept
is being
contradicted.
These classes identify
how the analysis of potential contradictions
must proceed by specifying
what the significant
parts
of the concepts
are and what
related
semantic
knowledge
is significant.
These three classes
are presented
next.

ANTE
CONSE

is contradiction

contradiction

The Arabs

started

The Arabs

did not start

the 67

ANTE

war.

The British

did not srewolf

attention

is not

clear,

it is still

The Iraquis

to Mary.

2.3. Inferential

Arab:
class
of
second
The
contradiction.
For example:

contradiction

the Persian
the Persian

Gulf
Gulf

is

war.
war.

direct

in the Persian
in the Persian

is assessing
the analysis

Gulf
Gulf

direct
above

war.

war.

Contradictions

Israel

body of contradictions
that do not fall
classes above, such as [e]/[f] above, and

is trying

to take over the Mid-East.

were

true,

then

how

come

b-1
Israel

in X9?

lil

Here there is neither action negation
nor contradictory
role fillers.
What then is the relationship
between
them?
It is clear
that there is some relationship
that allows us to easily see [j] as
contradicting
[i], the problem is determining
what this is.

Id
iV

The solution
in fetence that:
Israel

Here the source of contradiction
is lies in the interaction
of certain
conceptual
components
rather
than in action negation.
The key to determining
this is based on general knowlIn this case, we know that
edge about wars and causation.
[g]/[h] contradict
because,
from our general
knowledge
about
wars, we know that there can be only one primary
instigator.
In general, determining
hinges on recognizing

fought

If that
Israeli:
didn P take Cairo

WThy are these two sentences
cont,radictory
when others which
resemble
them are not?
What is different
about how they are
analyzed
that affects how they are related to one another?

another

events have primary
instigators:
single
rause-ers
(although
perhaps
multiple
a b ove are identified
as contradictions
af-

fought

There is a large
into either of the two
[i]/ [j] below:

2.2. Direct Contradiction

caused

between
these concepts
is the
the
two LEAD-TOs, specifically

The analysis of these concepts
also must refer to general knowlbut in this case, it utilizes
the
edge about
M-WAR as before,
knowledge
about participants
of wars.
The only limitation
on
the number of participants
in a war is that there must be more
than one, thus these two sentences
do not present a problem in
interpreting
them both to be valid at the same time.

Mary.

caused

difference
of the

The importance
of general
knowledge
contradictions
is illustrated
by contrasting
with:

the tograms.

Here too, one sentence
negates
the other, but this time at a
“not paying attention”
is
That is, the action
conceptual
level.
the same as “ignoring”.
Thus,
the recognition
of negativity
cannot
rely upon the analysis
of structural
properties
alone.
Such semantic
information
is even more important
in the other
two classes of contradiction.

The Iranians

*IRAN*)

causes).
IIere, [g]/[h]
ter examining
the general
semantic
knowledge
associated
with
M-WAR and seeing that it allows there to be only one cause-er.
This means that both of the antecedents
cannot be causes, thus
the concepts directly contradict
one another.

The Iranians

The Iraquis

Persian

E-PERSIAN-GULF-WAR)

events, wars and other
responsible
intentional

When the action negation
is obvious at a structural
level,
contradiction
recognition
is not very difficult
or interesting.
But more difficult cases occur, for example:

John ignored

the

the tograms.

Although
the meaning
of these sent,ences
obvious that they contradict
one another.

John payed

started

The goal here is to model the processes
and assumptions
used by pmple, naive about causation,
who analyze and reason
Among
unsophisticated
arguers
over historic
about situations.

This kind of contradiction
is commonly
identified
in textbooks
on logic and rhetoric.
The primary
source of the contradiction
relationship
in this case is that the action of one is negated
by
the modality
of the action of the other, with rest of the two
concepts
matching.
In some cases, negation
contradictions
can
sometimes
be identified
on structural
principles
alone, without
the application
of semantic
knowledge.
Consider:
srewolfed

(DO ACTOR

In this case, the only
antecedent
component
ACTOR role.

6~

the 67 war.

The British

that
as:

(M-LEAD-TO
CONSE

first class of
For example:

*IRAQ*)

E-PERSIAN-GULF-WAR)

which says that Iran did something
Gulf War.
Similarly,
[h] is represented

2.1. Negations
The
negation.

(DO ACTOR

is to notice

is not taking

that,

from

over the Middle

[j], one can make
East.

the

w

Then,
[k], which is supported
by b], negates
[il. In general,
from an inferential
contradiction,
one can infer either a negaInferences
such as these are one
tion or a direct contradiction,
source of support and attack links used in the construction
of argument
graphs in ABDUL/ILANA.
This then is an examcontradiction
by inference,
in
ple of the third
class:

if one concept directly contradicts
that they describe the same idea

which
tween

except for the presence
of contradictory
role fillers.
This requires analyzing
the semantics
of the concepts
involved
to determine when dissimilar
role fillers actually
conflict.
For example, the internal representation
of [g] is:

types
have
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the inferred
conceptualizat,ion
two contradictory
concepts.

establishes

the

link

be-

Inferential
contradictions
are often
the most
effective
Negations
and direct contradictions
of contradictions.
no weight
because
they only state the fact of disagree-

And since inferential
contradictions
are the most effective kinds
of contradiction,
inference
classes provide useful heuristics
for
controlling
memory
search for contradictions.
The key then is
to determine
what the useful kinds of inferential
relations
are.
Here I will focus on making contradictions
to historical
event.s.

ment, but provide no basis for that fact.
Inferential
contradictions on the other hand not only convey contention
implicitly,
but also explicitly
provide a reason that contention
is true.
Thus,
rather than
contradictions
part
duced.

if we consider
the construction
of contradictions
their recognition,
it is clear that seeking inferential
is one heuristic
to use. This leads to the second
overviewing
how contradictions
are proof this paper:

3.1. Contradicting
toric
[i]/b]

3. Producing Contradictions
There are a many reasons
one might want to produce
contradictions,
for example,
in response
to a strategic
decision
t,o attack
some concept,
as part of a process to confirm or decide to disbelieve
something
some idea, or to verify
input.
Thus, the production
of contradictions
is embedded
in the context of some other task and often are never produced
explicitly.
For example,
in arguments,
ABDUL/ILANA
takes advantage
of
the fact that the best attacks
are contradictions
that are noticed during the understanding
process, rather than ones which
are explicitly
sought [McGuire, Birnbaum
& Flowers, 19811.

The West Bank

belongs

to Israel.

The West Bank

doesn’t

belong to Israel.

belongs

suggest
two techOne way is to me-

belongs

keep the West Bank?

There are other sources
in memory organization:
isn ‘t executing

Israel

is

Israel

did not import

importing

Thus,
ucounterexamples”
processes
have to know
contradictions
and when
termined?.

iw

down

of counterexamples,

any

ef-

Irl

any arms

bl

last tuesday.

don’t apply all the time.
Memory
when they should consider
producing
they should not.
How can this be de-

The \;ability
of producing
into two conditions:

a contradiction

can be broken

present

some

2. the eemantic
condition:
Is there a contradiction technique,
such as counterexample,
which is
applicable
to the concept to be contradicted?

people.

Meeting
the memory
condition
is of course entirely
dependent
upon what is in memory
and the access techniques
used to find
it.
The principles
underlying
the semantic
condition
however
depend upon the contradiction
candidate
itself.
What are these
principles?

one
and is

The counterexamples
The ones which “workn
saying:

given so far illustrate
([n]/[o] and [p]/(d) have

Someone

The West Bank

belong8 to Iran.

The West Bank

belongs

The ones which

to Japan.

Someone

belong8 to Al Haig.

is not doing

instead

“fail”

one principle.
been cases of

an action.

are cases

of asserting:

is doing an action.

No they aren ‘t, here is a time

contradictions.

The ideal contradiction,
for use in a naturalistic
task
explanation
or argumentation,
obviously
is one which has
validity
in the world.
Thus, the best contradictions
are
duced, perhaps
as side effects, by memory
recall,
rather
the application
0.f general semantic
knowledge
in the right

I91

arms.

Yes they are, here is an instance.

are useless

/PI

three last week.

belong8 to Britain.

The West Bank

for example

terrorists.

1. the memory
condition:
Is there
fact which can serve as a contradiction?

The lack of episodic context
is another
problem
with this
suggestion
of arbitrary
contradiction
construction.
Without
an
episodic memory
providing
relevant
information,
which anchors
potential
contradictions
to the real world, to contradict
[I] one
could just as easily say:
The West Bank

InI
loI

The trouble
is that seeming counterexamples
do not always
fectively produce
a contradiction.
For example:

PI

Randomly
changing
one slot filler to another
contradictory
does not reflect the plane and goale of the contradictor
a fatuous thing to do.

These

to take over the Middle

Yes they are, they killed

to Jordan.

to the Palestinian

East.

is not trying

Israel

There are many problems
with this approach.
First of
all, people are not usually called upon to produce
some arbitrary contradiction
to a given a disembodied
concept.
Secondly, the motivations
of why a contradiction
might
be desired
play a large part in what makes a good contradiction
and what
makes a bad one. For example,
[m] is a good contradiction
of
[I] for a Jordanian
to make, but a Palestinian
would prefer instead to say:
The West Bank

Israel

Thus, looking in memory
for a counterexample
is a good way
to produce
a contradict,ion.
One way counterexamples
can be
found is to exploit previously
noticed
failed
ezpectatione,
for example,
a time Israel was expected
to behave imperialistically but did not. The details of this process are discussed
elsewhere [Schank,
1982, Flowers, McGuire & Birnbaum,
19821.

This, as pointed
out above, requires
minimal
semantic
knowledge.
A second way is to replace some arbitrary
critical role
filler with something
conflicting:
The West Bank

about an hisFor example,

Why then does Israel

based
The first two types of contradiction
niques to produce
arbitrary
contradictions.
chanically
construct
a concept’s
negation:

Historic Events

A powerful
way to contradict
an assertion
event
is to use a counterexample.
above, or:

they didn ‘t.

They illustrate
a variation
of the well known fact that:
in order to disprove
a rule, all you need to is find one case t,hat vialates it; but to show it, it is not sufficient
to illustrate
one case
that conforms
to it, you have to show that every case conforms
to it. This then identifies
part of the semantic
condition
on the
use of counterexamples:

like
some
prothan
way.
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Counterexamples
are effective in contradicting
an
assertion that some action or state is not occurring.

4. Conclusions
Contradictions
are very important
to a variety
of tasks
This paper has given an overview of
involving
reasoning
skills.
the kind of methods
being incorporated
into the reasoning
model HARRY to recognize
and produce contradictions
and some of
the information
involved
in doing so.
The observations
are
these:

However,
this does not describe all of the aspects of the
semantic
condition.
For example,
there are cases in which
counterexamples
apply to contradicting
positive
assertions
as
well. Consider
[i]/b] above, or:
Israel

is trying

to take over the middle

Then why haven%

they taken

Analyzing
or recognizing
contr ‘adictions
different from producing them.

l

east.

Lebanon.

Contradiction
processing occurs primarily
at the
conceptual
level, rather than at the structural
level, and is grounded in and directed by Bemantic knowledge.

l

This is a case of a counterexample
being effective against a pa+
itive assertion.
Clearly then, there are other principles
involved
in the semantic
condition
for making counterexamples.

Contradiction
memory.

l

The goal then is to identify what other class of principles
which affect, among other things, representational
criteria
and
HARRY uses four historical
events
applicable
inference
classes.
classes that embody
some of this information
[Flowers,
19821.
Thus, historical
event classes can be used to partially
determine
what kinds of contradictions
are effective
and should be sought
when making a contradiction.
They are:

tank

movements,

interpretative
event8
tions
rather
than
goals, of indefinite
vents, i.e. i.e. Israel

upon

episodic

Contradictions
are only one of many reasoning
devices.
The
use of any reasoning
device requires knowledge
about the use of
the device itself and how it interacts
with particular
domains
for it to be employed
correctly
and effectively.

of causally/temporally
linked
episodic
event8
-- sequences
events
whose components
are “interesting”
and themselves are significant
events, i.e. the 1967 war, which consists of attacks,
battles, cease fires, and so forth.
of many
etream
event8 -- events which also consists
events but which are repeated
instances
of the same
totype,
i.e.i.e. Israel importing
arms.

relys

Contradiction
processing is a part of other processez: the understanding
and generation of conceptual input can involve analyzing and producing contradictions.

l

etc.

processing

Contradiction
processing
is an interaction
between many sources of knowledge,
including the
goals of both the producer of the contradiction
and by the understander
of the contradiction.

l

events whose decomposition
is not
atomic event8 -- historical
at the current
level of analysis,
i.e. one is
“int’eresting”
concerned
with the initial attack
by Israel in 1967, but
not individual

iz very

subpro-
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of ac- events based in the analysis
in physical
actions,
often
involving
duration, and not composed of subetaking over the Mid-East.

Because
historical
events partially
determine
how events
are represented
and organized
in memory,
as well as the kinds
of inferences
that can apply, they can be used by memory
access processes
to identify
potentially
applicable
contradictions
and what kinds of memory components
to seek.
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